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ABSTRACT

Direct sequencing of single, native RNA molecules
through nanopores has a strong potential to trans-
form research in all aspects of RNA biology and clin-
ical diagnostics. The existing platform from Oxford
Nanopore Technologies is unable to sequence the
very 5′ ends of RNAs and is limited to polyadeny-
lated molecules. Here, we develop True End-to-end
RNA Sequencing (TERA-Seq), a platform that ad-
dresses these limitations, permitting more thorough
transcriptome characterization. TERA-Seq describes
both poly- and non-polyadenylated RNA molecules
and accurately identifies their native 5′ and 3′ ends
by ligating uniquely designed adapters that are se-
quenced along with the transcript. We find that
capped, full-length mRNAs in human cells show
marked variation of poly(A) tail lengths at the single
molecule level. We report prevalent capping down-
stream of canonical transcriptional start sites in oth-
erwise fully spliced and polyadenylated molecules.
We reveal RNA processing and decay at single
molecule level and find that mRNAs decay cotrans-
lationally, often from their 5′ ends, while frequently
retaining poly(A) tails. TERA-Seq will prove useful in
many applications where true end-to-end direct se-
quencing of single, native RNA molecules and their
isoforms is desirable.

INTRODUCTION

Rather than a single RNA species, the transcriptional out-
put of a eukaryotic gene is an assortment of RNA molecules
whose sequences differ through processes such as alterna-
tive transcription initiation (ATI), generating 5′ ends of var-

ious lengths; splicing, generating isoforms with different
exon compositions; and alternative cleavage and polyadeny-
lation (APA), generating 3′ ends of various lengths (1). Such
variations affect translation, RNA stability and localiza-
tion. At any time, full-length RNA isoforms coexist with
their decay fragments, which are generated by exo- and en-
donucleolysis (2). Initially thought to be restricted to prob-
lematic messenger RNAs (mRNAs) (3–5), cotranslational
mRNA degradation is now known to be the governing path-
way of general mRNA decay in eukaryotes (6–10). Cyto-
plasmic recapping of processed or decay RNA fragments
(11,12) adds to the heterogeneity of gene output. Ribonu-
cleoside modifications such as adenine methylation and cy-
tidine acetylation further expand the complexity of individ-
ual RNA molecules (13–15).

Short-read RNA-Seq is currently the most established
method for analyzing transcriptomes used in countless
applications for both biological research and clinical di-
agnostics (16). Short-read RNA-Seq involves sequencing
of complementary DNA (cDNA) molecules derived after
RNA fragmentation, reverse transcription and polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) amplification (16). Although widely
used and useful, RNA-Seq cannot accurately identify the
true transcriptome complexity or its dynamics as short
reads cannot be precisely assigned to individual, longer
molecules. The most widely used long-read sequencing plat-
forms are Single-Molecule Real-Time (SMRT) sequencing
of DNA molecules, a technology used by Pacific Biosciences
(PacBio); and nanopore sequencing by Oxford Nanopore
Technology (ONT) (17). PacBio sequencing is based on di-
rect observation of DNA polymerization during the repli-
cation process of the target DNA molecule through the
use of fluorescently labeled deoxyribonucleoside triphos-
phates and an engineered DNA polymerase (17,18). RNA
sequencing with PacBio (Iso-Seq) involves cDNA genera-
tion from polyadenylated –poly(A)– RNA, PCR amplifica-
tion and SMRT sequencing (17,19–22). Recently, a detailed
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description of poly(A) tails with PacBio has been achieved
with FLAM-Seq (23). The authors showed high accuracy
of PacBio consensus reads as well as individual nucleotides
other than adenosines embedded within poly(A) tails (23).
However, Iso-Seq cannot determine the chemical nature of
the 5′ end (whether capped; 5′-monophosphate, –5P–; or
5′-hydroxyl, –5OH–), as template switching occurs when
reverse transcriptase (RT) reaches the 5′ end of the RNA
molecule (20–22). PacBio requires expensive sequencing in-
struments that are not widely available. Importantly, PacBio
is unable to sequence RNA molecules directly.

ONT is rapidly emerging as a user-friendly platform for
DNA and RNA sequencing with a unique method for direct
sequencing of native, single RNA molecules of any length
preserving their modifications (17,24). ONT is poised to
transform the way transcriptomes are sequenced and an-
alyzed as the sequencing devices are affordable, portable,
can be installed in any lab and both unamplified and am-
plified cDNA or RNA can be sequenced (17). ONT di-
rect RNA sequencing protocol involves sequential ligation
of double-stranded DNA adapters to the poly(A) tail of
each RNA molecule. The first adapter contains a stretch of
ten thymidines that base-pair with the poly(A) tail while its
complementary strand (termed RTA; reverse transcriptase
adapter) is ligated directly to the 3′-terminal adenosine of
the RNA molecule. This is followed by reverse transcription
to create a cDNA strand that alleviates RNA intramolec-
ular secondary structures to improve the sequencing pro-
cess. Subsequently, a sequencing adapter is attached and the
strand ligated to the RTA is equipped with a motor pro-
tein, which threads the ligated RNA molecule through a
protein nanopore in a 3′ to 5′ direction for sequencing (25).
However, as currently designed, ONT cannot perform true
end-to-end sequencing as the 5′ end of the RNA molecule
is never fully sequenced due to the protein pore’s inability
to read the terminal 10–15 nucleotides (nt) ((24,26,27), and
see below). Moreover, molecules may appear ‘truncated’ be-
cause they are incompletely sequenced (27,28) often as a
result of signal artifacts due to motor protein stalling, ex-
traneous voltage spikes, stalled pore unblocking (27,29), or
other unknown reasons (29).

Identifying the chemical nature of the 5′ end of mR-
NAs can provide valuable biological insights into mRNA
biogenesis, processing and decay. Capped 5′ ends typically
signify Transcription Start Sites (TSS) and the very be-
ginning of mRNA molecules (30–32) but in some cases
may also indicate cytoplasmic recapping of mRNA decay
fragments (11,12,32). 5P ends are typically generated by
endogenous nucleolytic processes, including those associ-
ated with cotranslational mRNA decay (7–9,33–36). mR-
NAs with 5P ends are the primary substrates for Xrn1, a
conserved exoribonuclease that targets cytoplasmic RNA
substrates marked by 5P for processive 5′-to-3′ degrada-
tion (37). 5OH ends may be generated by many endoge-
nous nucleases (36,38) but may also reflect exogenous RNA
fragmentation. The latter may be due to contamination by
RNases secreted by our epidermis and mucosal surfaces
(36,39,40), or by commercial RNAses (such as RNAse A,
RNAse T1, RNAse I). All these RNAses use acid-base
catalysis, taking advantage of the 2′ OH group of RNA as a
reactive species and generate 5OH termini (36,40). Another

source of exogenous degradation is due to the inherent in-
stability of RNA caused be spontaneous cleavage of phos-
phodiester bonds by intramolecular, in-line nucleophilic at-
tacks that also generate 5OH termini (41,42).

Recently, cap-dependent ligation and capture of RNAs
allowed direct RNA sequencing of the capped ends of
transcripts in the migratory locust (26) and in Arabidopsis
thaliana (24). However, ONT methods to precisely identify
RNAs bearing 5P or 5OH ends, are not available. Finally,
as currently constructed, ONT library kits are limited to
sequencing of polyadenylated RNAs thus completely miss-
ing molecules without poly(A) tail or with different 3′ ends.
Such molecules, if identified, would illuminate biological as-
pects of RNA processing and decay.

Here, we present a new and straightforward method for
True End-to-end RNA Sequencing (TERA-Seq), by ligat-
ing uniquely designed adapters to the 5′ and 3′ ends of RNA
molecules, which can be combined with various treatments.
We employ TERA-Seq to accurately define the actual status
of RNAs and characterize the human HeLa protein-coding
transcriptome. We also introduce a modified ONT direct
RNA sequencing protocol for use with a 3′ adapter that
allows sequencing of RNAs regardless of the presence of
poly(A) tails. With 5TERA, we analyze capped polyadeny-
lated RNAs (cap), as well as processing and decay interme-
diates containing 5P, or 5OH termini. With TERA3, we an-
alyze 3′ ends of all native transcripts including those lacking
poly(A) tails. By attaching both 5′ and 3′ adapters on the
same RNA molecule with 5TERA3, we analyze full-length,
decay, and processing intermediates from end-to-end, with
or without poly(A) tail. 5TERA reveals, in addition to full-
length transcripts, prevalent capping downstream of canon-
ical TSSs in fully spliced, polyadenylated mRNAs. We find
that full-length mRNAs show marked variation of poly(A)
tail lengths. 5TERA, TERA3 and 5TERA3 reveal RNA
processing and decay in unprecedented detail at the level
of single molecules. We find that mRNAs decay cotransla-
tionally, often while retaining poly(A) tails. We also find that
mRNAs primarily decay from their 5′ ends, and this process
is not strictly dependent upon prior deadenylation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

HeLa cells were obtained from ATCC (CCL-2.1) and main-
tained in DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS
(Sigma), at 37◦C in 5% CO2. The cells were free of my-
coplasma.

RNA preparation

Total RNA was extracted from cells after immediate cell ly-
sis with Trizol, and was treated with DNase as previously
described (43). The integrity of total RNA was assessed on a
Bioanalyzer prior to each library preparation (Agilent, Sup-
plementary Figure S1a). Depending on downstream appli-
cation, total RNA was subjected to either poly(A) selection
(∼75 �g) using oligo-dT dynabeads (Thermo Fisher) ac-
cording to manufacturer’s protocol, or to ribosomal RNAs
(rRNAs) and abundant small, non-coding RNAs subtrac-
tion (∼100–130 �g) using custom antisense biotinylated
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DNA oligonucleotides as previously described (9,43). Af-
ter the initial processing, the RNA was subjected to various
enzymatic treatments and the native ends were marked by
adapter ligation to the 5′ end (5TERA), 3′ end (TERA3), or
both ends (5TERA3). All downstream protocols converge
to the same Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) steps.

TERA-Seq library preparation and sequencing

Libraries were prepared using nanopore direct RNA se-
quencing kits (SQK-RNA001 and SQK-RNA002, ONT)
following manufacturer’s instructions for the CTRL-
Poly(A) library or with modifications as follows. To iden-
tify 5′ ends of RNAs (5TERA), several enzymatic treat-
ments were performed. To select 5′ monophosphate (5P)-
containing RNAs, poly(A)-enriched RNA was ligated on
beads to a 5′ biotinylated adapter (5′ adapter; Supplemen-
tary Table S1) using T4 RNA ligase 1 (NEB) plus 12.5%
polyethylene glycol (PEG) in a 50 �l reaction at 37◦C for 3
h with gentle agitation in a thermomixer. In our initial ex-
periments, we used a 16 nt 5′ adapter, but we were unable
to detect it in the nanopore reads. We then designed a 58
nt adapter, the longest possible that could be synthesized,
with a sequence to avoid formation of hairpin structure
that might impede ligation, of self- or heterodimers with
the 3′ adapter used in TERA3 (Supplementary Table S1).
Beads were washed three times with Washing buffer B (10
mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5, 150 mM LiCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0).
RNA was eluted off the beads in 50 �l RNase-free water at
75◦C for 2 min. The eluate was rebound to 1.8x Agencourt
RNAClean XP beads (Beckman Coulter). RNA was then
eluted in 9.5 �l RNase-free water and ligated to the RTA
using T4 DNA ligase (2M, NEB), 1x Quick ligase buffer
(NEB) at 30◦C for 15 min. First-strand cDNA was syn-
thesized by SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo
Fisher). The RNA-cDNA was purified using RNAClean
XP beads. RNA was eluted in 20 �l RNase-free water as
directed by ONT protocol. The sequencing adapter was lig-
ated using T4 DNA ligase, 1x Quick ligase buffer at 30◦C
for 15 min. Ligated-RNA was cleaned up with RNAClean
XP beads and eluted in 21 �l Elution Buffer. To identify 5′
hydroxyl (5OH)-containing RNAs, poly(A)-enriched RNA
was ligated on beads to the 5′ adapter that specifically ligates
to 5OH ends (Supplementary Table S1) using RtcB ligase
(NEB) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Beads were
washed three times with Washing buffer B. RNA was eluted
off the beads in 50 �l RNase-free water at 75◦C for 2 min.
The eluate was rebound to RNAClean XP beads, RNA was
eluted in RNase-free water, and ligated to the RTA and the
sequencing adapter as described above.

For selection of only capped RNA molecules, poly(A)-
enriched RNA was dephosphorylated on beads using Quick
Calf Intestinal Phosphatase (CIP, NEB) according to man-
ufacturer’s protocol. Beads were washed three times with
Washing Buffer B, and once with 1× Thermopol buffer
(NEB). The 5′ cap of RNA was removed on beads using
20 �l of RNA 5′ Pyrophosphohydrolase (RppH, NEB), 1×
Thermopol buffer, in a 200 �l reaction at 37◦C for 1 h 10
min. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 1 �l of
500 mM EDTA pH 8.0. Beads were washed three times with
Washing Buffer B and once with 1× Reaction Buffer pro-

vided with T4 RNA ligase 1. Previously capped RNAs were
ligated on beads to the 5′ adapter using T4 RNA ligase 1
plus 12.5% PEG in a 50 �l reaction at 37◦C for 3 h. Beads
were washed three times with Washing Buffer B. RNA was
eluted from the oligo-dT beads, rebound to RNAClean XP
beads, and eluted in RNase-free water for library prepara-
tion (as described above). To identify both capped and 5P-
containing RNAs, poly(A)-enriched RNA was only treated
with RppH followed by 5′ adapter ligation prior to library
generation.

To select native 3′ ends of RNA (TERA3), total RNA de-
pleted of rRNAs and abundant small, non-coding RNAs,
was ligated to the 3′ adapter (Supplementary Table S1) us-
ing T4 RNA ligase 1 plus 7.5% PEG in a 50 �l reaction at
37◦C for 3 h in a thermomixer. RNA was cleaned up us-
ing 1x RNAClean XP beads and eluted in 9.5 �l RNase-
free water. RNA was then ligated to a custom RTA (Sup-
plementary Table S1) followed by reverse transcription, and
ligation of the sequencing adapter (as described above). The
custom RTA was prepared by mixing equal volume of top
strand that contains the RTA sequence and the bottom
strand that contains a complementary sequence to the 3′
adapter (Supplementary Table S1) in a 1× Annealing Buffer
(10 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 25 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA) at
95◦C for 10 min and cooling down slowly to room temper-
ature. Annealed adapter was stored in aliquots at –20◦C.

To simultaneously identify the 5′ and 3′ ends of RNAs
(5TERA3), total RNA depleted of rRNAs and abundant
small, non-coding RNAs, was first subjected to decapping
using 35 �l of RppH in a 350 �l reaction at 37◦C for 1
h 15 min. One microliter of 500 mM EDTA pH 8.0 was
added, and the RNA was then cleaned up using 1x RNA-
Clean XP beads and eluted in 20 �l of RNase-free water.
RNA was then ligated to the 5′ adapter using T4 RNA lig-
ase 1 plus 7.5% PEG, in a 50 �l reaction at 37◦C for 3 h. To
enrich for ligated RNAs, the reaction was incubated with
MyOne C1 Streptavidin beads (Thermo Fisher) (43). Beads
were washed three times with 1× BW Buffer (5 mM Tris–Cl
pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 1 M NaCl) and once with
1× Reaction Buffer. RNA was then ligated on beads to the
3′ adapter using T4 RNA ligase 1 plus 12.5% PEG in a 50
�l reaction at 37◦C for 3 h. Beads were washed three times
with 1× BW Buffer. RNA was eluted in 50 �l Formamide
Elution Buffer (95% formamide, 5 mM EDTA pH 8.0) at
65◦C for 5 min. RNA was cleaned up using 1.8× RNA-
Clean XP beads and eluted in 9.5 �l RNase-free water. The
RNA was then ligated to the custom RTA followed by re-
verse transcription, and ligation of the sequencing adapter,
as described earlier.

One microliter of each library was quantified using Qubit
fluorometer with the DNA HS assay (Thermo Fisher) ac-
cording to manufacturer’s instruction. Sequencing was per-
formed on a MinION device using R9.4 flow cell (FLO-
MIN106), and the standard MinKNOW settings recom-
mended by ONT for 48 h or 72 h run.

Data analysis

Basecalling and adapter detection. The raw fast5 files were
basecalled using Guppy (v3.3.2–1) (https://community.
nanoporetech.com/downloads) in the GPU mode with

https://community.nanoporetech.com/downloads
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parameters guppy basecaller –flowcell FLO-MIN106 –kit
SQK-RNA002 –hp correct on –trim strategy none. Cutadapt
(v2.5) (44), seqkit (v0.11.0) (45), and seqtk (v1.3-r106)
(https://github.com/lh3/seqtk) were used for adapter de-
tection and trimming. To reduce the possibility of false-
positive (FP) adapter detection, we tested the adapter trim-
ming with different Cutadapt settings on the reference tran-
script sequences. The maximum FP detection rate (deter-
mined as a random match of adapter and reference se-
quence) was set to 0.2% (∼300 transcripts). Parameters
passing the set FP rate were then tested on the reads and
the combination of settings with the highest number of
trimmed reads was selected. Additionally, three rounds of
randomized adapter sequence trimming with the same set-
tings had to result in 0% trimmed reads. If more than
one settings combination resulted in the same number of
trimmed reads the highest error rate and smallest minimal
overlap combination was preferred. For the 5′ adapter de-
tection, the resulting parameters were –overlap 31 –error-
rate 0.29 (see also Supplementary Note), and detection of
internal adapters was disabled (XADAPTER). For the 3′
adapter detection, the final parameters were –overlap 16 –
error-rate 0.18, and the detection was limited to the last 200
nt of the read. All reads shorter than 25 nt after the adapter
trimming were discarded. Of note, libraries generated using
3′ adapter cannot be sequenced unless the 3′ adapter is lig-
ated to the RNA molecule because the custom RTA will not
bind molecules without this adapter.

Alignment and postprocessing. The basecalled reads were
aligned to both genome and transcriptome reference se-
quences (GRCh38; Ensembl 91) (46) using minimap2
(v2.17-r941) (47). All pseudogenes sequences were re-
moved from the reference transcriptome for all align-
ments. For poly(A) libraries mapping, only transcripts with
poly(A) tail (protein coding, lincRNA, antisense RNA,
bidirectional promoter lncRNA, processed transcript, re-
tained intron, sense intronic, sense overlapping) were sub-
set from the reference transcriptome. For genomic align-
ments, splicing and secondary alignments were allowed
(minimap2 -a -x splice -k 12 -p 1 -u b –secondary=yes).
Transcriptome alignment was run with the recommended
ONT settings (minimap2 -a -x map-ont -k 12 -p 1 -u
f –secondary=yes). Samtools (v1.9) (48), samutils (com-
mit 3e9da2b) (https://github.com/mnsmar/samutils), and
CLIPSeqTools (commit 8b8a7b7) (49) were used in align-
ment postprocessing steps. For most of the analyses, only
unambiguous alignments were kept. Unambiguous align-
ments were determined as alignments with a single highest
alignment score (minimap2 ms tag).

Transcriptome completeness. To better determine
molecule completeness, we corrected the general En-
sembl transcriptome annotation to fit HeLa cell line
sequencing results. The re-defined start and end of a
transcript were determined by the highest read coverage
position outside the annotated CDS region using reads
with 5′ adapter from Cap-Poly(A) library. A minimum of 2
reads was required to re-define the new end. The corrected
annotation was used for analyses in Figures 1B (right), C
(right), D, 3B, 4B and 5C, and Supplementary Figures S2b,

c and d. The transcripts were then divided into 20 equal
length bins (0–19). The percentages of 5′ and 3′ ends in the
individual bins were calculated separately. Furthermore,
the transcripts were grouped by length (500 nt increments).
Mapped bins for both 5′ and 3′ ends were additionally
summarized in a heatmap.

CAGE and APA overlaps. Genomic positions of 5′ and 3′
mapped TERA-Seq read ends were obtained using bedtools
bamtobed (v2.29.0) (50) and the distances to the nearest
CAGE/APA tag with bedtools closest. HeLa CAGE sig-
nals were converted from hg19 to hg38 coordinates using
liftOver (v385) (51,52). For CAGE analysis, we considered
features as overlapping if the CAGE signal directly over-
lapped the mapped 5′ end or was located upstream. The
same rule applied for the APA (53) overlaps but using the
mapped 3′ end instead. Since the ONT direct RNA se-
quencing is strand-specific (forward/sense), the same strand
overlap was required. Controls were created by generating
100 000 random positions within transcripts detected in at
least one 5TERA library.

Promoter region heatmaps. ENCODE SCREEN (54)
promoter-like signature (PLS) regions were downloaded
from UCSC (52)

(http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/gbdb/hg38/encode3/
ccre/encodeCcreCombined.bb) in bigBed format. BigBed
files were converted to bigWig using kentUtils (v385) (52)
and used as score file (-S) to deepTools computeMatrix
reference-point (v3.5.0) (55). Genomic positions of 5′ ends
were extracted the same way as in the CAGE and APA
overlaps section above. The mapped 5′ ends were collapsed
to avoid duplicated positions and used as region files (-R).
Window of 500 bp upstream to 500 bp downstream is
visualized.

Transcript and gene coverage. Transcript coverage (Fig-
ure 2B) was calculated from transcriptome alignments
using unambiguously mapped reads. For this visualiza-
tion, genomic coordinates of exon boundaries, CAGE,
NET-CAGE (56), and APA sites were converted to
transcriptomic by GenomicFeatures (v1.32.7) (57) and
rtracklayer (v1.40.6) (58) R/Bioconductor (v3.8) (59)
packages. The mapped positions were binned by 5 nt.
Gene coverage (Figures 2C, 3C, and 5D, and Supple-
mentary Figures S2b and S5) was visualized by Gviz
(v1.24.0) (60) using genome mapped reads. The Illu-
mina coverage was calculated from STAR (v2.7.2b)
(61) mapped reads (STAR –outMultimapperOrder
Random –outFilterMultimapScoreRange 1 –
alignMatesGapMax 1000000 –alignIntronMax 1000000
–outFilterIntronMotifs RemoveNoncanonicalUnanno-
tated –alignIntronMin 20 –alignSJoverhangMin 5
–alignSJDBoverhangMin 3 –twopassMode Basic –
outFilterType BySJout –outFilterMatchNmin 10 –
outFilterMultimapNmax 20 –outFilterMismatchNmax
999 –outFilterMismatchNoverReadLmax
1.0 –outFilterMismatchNoverLmax 0.05
–outFilterScoreMinOverLread 0.66 –
outFilterMatchNminOverLread 0.66 –sjdbOverhang
100).

https://github.com/lh3/seqtk
https://github.com/mnsmar/samutils
http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/gbdb/hg38/encode3/ccre/encodeCcreCombined.bb
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Figure 1. True end-to-end sequencing of single native polyadenylated RNA molecules with 5′ adapter ligation (5TERA). (A) Method schematic. Enzymatic
treatments to identify indicated 5′ ends by adapter ligation are shown in box. ONT, Oxford Nanopore Technologies; RTA, reverse transcriptase adapter;
CIP, Calf Intestinal Phosphatase; RppH, RNA 5´ Pyrophosphohydrolase; 5P, 5′ monophosphate; 5OH, 5′ hydroxyl, Gppp, 5′ cap; A(n), poly(A) tail; T,
thymidine. (B) Heatmap of read density of the 5′ ends close to the annotated transcription start site based on Ensembl annotation (left) and on re-annotated
transcripts (right) from Cap-Poly(A) library. Only molecules with 5′ adapter are used for the analysis. Y-axis corresponds to individual transcripts. Positions
up to 150 nucleotides from transcription start site are shown on the x-axis. Z-scores are calculated per row and scale is depicted on top. Number of reads
corresponding to each transcript is shown on the right. Only top 30% most expressed transcripts are shown. (C) Correlation of the completeness of CDS and
mRNA with expression levels based on Ensembl annotation (left) and on re-annotated transcripts (right) from Cap-Poly(A) library. Only molecules with 5′
adapter are used for the analysis. Each point represents an individual transcript. Color represents transcript expression level, calculated as the log2 of reads
per million (RPM). Pearson’s correlation (R) and associated P-value are shown on top. CDS, Coding Sequence; mRNA, messenger RNA. (D) Distribution
of molecule ends per transcript length from indicated 5TERA libraries on HeLa re-annotated transcripts. Distribution of reads is calculated for individual
transcripts and then averaged for visualizing (green line). Shaded area (green) represents the standard deviation. Only molecules with 5′ adapter are used
for the analysis. Meta-coordinates are defined by splitting each transcript into 20 equal bins. Transcript lengths, grouped by 500 nucleotides are shown on
the right.
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Poly(A) tail. Nanopolish (v0.11.1) (27) was used to es-
timate poly(A) tail lengths in all 5TERA, TERA3 and
5TERA3 libraries. As recommended by the authors, we
used transcriptome alignments of RTA untrimmed reads
for the estimates. Estimating poly(A) length directly from
the basecalled sequence is not reliable and was not used in
any of the analyses (see also Supplementary Note). As in-
dicated in figures and their legends, for some visualizations,
poly(A) tail lengths were capped at 300 nt and tails longer
than 300 nt were merged to the last bin; or at 600 nt.

Ribosome profiling and Akron5 overlaps. Ribosome pro-
filing and Akron5 overlaps with the mapped TERA-Seq
5′ ends were done as described previously (9). Briefly,
5′ end coordinates of mapped reads were overlapped
with coordinates of 5′ mapped ribosome-protected frag-
ment (RPF) (STAR –outFilterMultimapScoreRange
0 –alignIntronMax 50000 –outFilterIntronMotifs Re-
moveNoncanonicalUnannotated –outFilterMatchNmin
15 –outFilterMatchNminOverLread 0.9). RPF mapped
positions were collapsed and used as reference points
to which the TERA-Seq reads were related. Only 29 nt
long RPFs were selected for the analysis as they show the
highest periodicity. A window of +/- 45 nt around the RPF
5′ ends was visualized. Discrete Fourier transformation
and density calculation was used to determine the 3 nt
periodicity of the overlaps. Akron5 5′ ends overlaps (STAR
–outFilterMultimapScoreRange 0 –alignIntronMax 50000
–outFilterMatchNmin 8 –outFilterMatchNminOverLread
0.7 –sjdbOverhang 80 –alignSJDBoverhangMin 1 –
seedSearchStartLmax 15) were done in the same manner
as RPFs.

Evolutionary conservation. Conservation analysis (62) was
done as previously described (9). 5′ ends of mapped reads
with and without 5TERA adapter were used as the central
positions for the analysis.

Transcript expression and correlation. Transcript expres-
sion was calculated as RPM (reads per million) ‘ number of
mapped reads to the transcript/(number of mapped reads
to all the transcripts/1 000 000). The correlation was cal-
culated from log2(RPM + minimum RPM from all tran-
scripts) counts using Pearson’s correlation (r) with corrplot
(v0.84) (https://github.com/taiyun/corrplot).

RESULTS

To develop TERA-Seq, we chose the human HeLa cell line
based on its extensive characterization and numerous, pub-
licly available experimental datasets. As starting material
for all experiments, we extracted total RNA after imme-
diate cell lysis with Trizol and assessed its integrity with
capillary electrophoresis on a Bioanalyzer (Supplementary
Figure S1a) prior to each library preparation. Depending
on the downstream application, we then isolated poly(A)
molecules by oligo-dT magnetic beads; or subtracted ri-
bosomal RNAs (rRNAs) and abundant small, non-coding
RNAs from total RNA with custom biotinylated oligonu-
cleotides (oligos) (9,43).

True end-to-end sequencing of single, native polyadenylated
RNA molecules with 5′ adapter ligation (5TERA)

In our first trials, we attached short, 16 nt 5′ adapter to
poly(A) RNA 5′ ends with T4 RNA ligase 1, either before
(5P short-Poly(A) library) or after T4 Polynucleotide Ki-
nase (PNK) treatment (5P short-PNK-Poly(A) library) to
identify RNAs with 5P, or with both 5P and 5OH respec-
tively. However, we were not able to identify the adapter
sequence (<0.01% of molecules) of the RNA molecules in
neither library, indicating that ONT was unable to read
the very 5′ ends. To verify this observation, we increased
the adapter length to 58 nt. We were able to efficiently de-
tect the adapter (see below for more details), and used it
for generation of all subsequent libraries (5′ adapter; se-
quences of all adapters are shown in Supplementary Ta-
ble S1). We also added biotin to the 5′ end of the longer
adapter to allow, if desired, selective capture of ligated
molecules.

To identify molecules with 5P, we ligated the 5′ adapter
to poly(A) RNA with T4 RNA ligase 1 (5P-Poly(A) li-
brary; Figure 1A) under conditions that minimize ligation
biases (9,63). A 5P is obligatory for adapter ligation with
T4 RNA ligase 1 (64–66). To identify capped molecules, we
first treated poly(A) RNA with Calf Intestinal Phosphatase
(CIP) to dephosphorylate 5P-containing RNAs preventing
them from ligating the 5′ adapter. Then, we used RNA 5′ Py-
rophosphohydrolase (RppH) to hydrolyze the cap triphos-
phate linkage, leaving a 5P in its place (67). This renders
only previously capped molecules amenable to 5′ adapter
ligation with T4 RNA ligase (Cap-Poly(A) library; Figure
1A). To identify both capped and 5P molecules, we treated
poly(A) RNA with RppH followed by 5′ adapter ligation
with T4 RNA ligase (Cap & 5P-Poly(A) library; Figure
1A). The levels of endogenous mRNAs bearing 5OH ter-
mini are very low and attempts by us (9) and others (7)
to capture them had not been successful. The Hesselberth
lab developed a sensitive method that specifically identifies
5OH termini of RNA for sequencing, by using the RtcB
ligase (38). Thus, to identify molecules with 5OH, we lig-
ated a 5′ adapter bearing a 3′ phosphate (Supplementary
Table S1) to poly(A) RNA with RtcB ligase (5OH-Poly(A)
library; Figure 1A). We also generated a library without any
adapter ligation (CTRL-Poly(A) library). We implemented
a rigorous scheme to detect the TERA adapters, minimiz-
ing false-positive detection and maximizing accurate iden-
tification of the nucleotides at both ends of adapter-ligated
RNA molecules (see Supplementary Note). We success-
fully identified the long 5′ adapter in all libraries and con-
firmed that ONT indeed misses ∼13 nt from the 5′ ends of
molecules (Supplementary Figure S1b), as previously ob-
served (24,26,27). These findings indicate that ligation of
the long 5′ adapter can bypass the systematic ONT error
and permits sequencing of exact 5′ ends of input polynu-
cleotides.

Our initial experiments showed higher yield of short
molecules relative to long molecules. For this reason,
we next considered a preferential sequencing of short
molecules as another potential ONT aspect. The speed of
the motor protein translocating RNA molecule through the
nanopore is fixed, as is the number of nanopores reused

https://github.com/taiyun/corrplot
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during the sequencing run (25), potentially leading to
smaller molecules being sequenced more readily. Further-
more, incomplete sequencing of longer molecules (27,29)
may artificially inflate the number of shorter reads. How-
ever, a large number of short molecules may also be an
accurate reflection of the sample composition as libraries
are loaded on the flow cell based on total sample mass
and without any prior size selection. Since the number of
molecules in a given RNA mass is inversely proportional

to their length, the molarity differences between short and
long molecules vary greatly within a sample as complex as
a human cell transcriptome. To investigate whether ONT
favors short RNA molecules over long ones, we examined
its performance with synthetic transcripts. We re-analyzed
direct RNA sequencing reads from datasets that included
Spike-In RNA Variant Control Mix E2 (SIRV) (68). SIRVs
are 69 isoform transcripts (from 7 SIRV genes), ranging
in length from 191 to 2 528 nt, that mimic complexity of
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the human transcriptome. They are generated by in vitro
transcription with T7 RNA polymerase, and all contain a
poly(A30) tail and a 5′ triphosphate, the latter as expected
of all RNA polymerase products (69). SIRV E2 mix con-
tains four expression groups each with equimolar concen-
tration of the transcripts and was previously used to show
that ONT RNA sequencing is highly accurate in quanti-
fying gene expression (68). The advantage of this dataset
is that SIRVs were added directly to the samples and se-
quenced along the cellular transcripts (68). Our analysis
shows that the expression level of SIRVs is not dependent
on transcript length (Supplementary Figure S1c) indicating
that ONT does not have length selection bias.

Accurate characterization of the HeLa protein-coding tran-
scriptome using 5TERA

Next, we analyzed our HeLa ONT libraries prepared from
poly(A) RNA using 5TERA. As expected, we find that
∼98% of molecules in all 5TERA libraries contain poly(A)
tails attesting to the efficiency of the ONT platform to se-
quence poly(A) molecules. It also shows that TERA-Seq
did not disrupt the capture of polyadenylated molecules. We
also examined the specificity of the oligo-dT beads and of
the ONT platform by spiking in a non-polyadenylated syn-
thetic transcript to total RNA preparations before oligo-
dT purification and library generation. This synthetic RNA
was not detected upon ONT sequencing (data not shown).
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We found similar size distribution of reads in 5P-Poly(A)
and CTRL-Poly(A) libraries (Supplementary Figure S1d),
indicating that adapter ligation did not have adverse effects.

For analyses detailed below, we focus only on protein-
coding transcripts (70). In 5TERA libraries, we do not
selectively enrich for adapter-ligated RNA molecules by
streptavidin bead capture (Figure 1A), therefore we expect
to observe both molecules with the 5′ adapter (adapted)
and without (non-adapted). Thus, we are able to compare
properties of adapted and non-adapted molecules from the
same RNA extraction and all subsequent steps including
the library preparation and sequencing. When examining
non-adapted reads in the 5P-Poly(A) library, we antici-
pate seeing molecules both with and without 5P (such as
capped molecules). In Cap-Poly(A) and Cap & 5P-Poly(A)
libraries, we expect to see even distributions in adapted and
non-adapted molecules. We detect the 5′ adapter in ∼7%
of molecules in the 5P-Poly(A) library, and this ratio in-
creases to ∼20% and to ∼25% of molecules in the Cap-
Poly(A) and Cap & 5P-Poly(A) libraries, respectively. The
difference in percentage of the detected adapters between
5P-Poly(A) and Cap & 5P-Poly(A) libraries indicates that

capped poly(A) RNAs are roughly three and a half times
more abundant than 5P-containing RNAs. We detect the 5′
adapter in less than 1% of molecules in the 5OH-Poly(A) li-
brary, consistent with the low level of 5OH mRNAs in cells
(7,9), and the absence of any appreciable, exogenous, RNA
degradation. To explore the differences between adapted
and non-adapted molecules, we first examined the 5′ and 3′
ends distributions of RNA molecules without the 5′ adapter
on meta-mRNA plots based on Ensembl transcript anno-
tation. Roughly 61% of molecules per transcript reach the
annotated 3′ end (last 5% of the meta-mRNA) in all li-
braries while approximately 26% reach the annotated 5′ end
(first 5% of the meta-mRNA) (Supplementary Figure S2a).
Reads whose 5′ ends are within the first 5% are considered
to represent full- or close to full-length molecules.

To investigate the low levels of complete molecules, we
analyzed the distribution of read 5′ ends around the an-
notated mRNA TSSs. We focused on molecules with 5′
adapter from the Cap-Poly(A) library to ensure the 5′ end
was read accurately and that we only consider capped
molecules. Interestingly, we find that the most covered po-
sition at the 5′ end for the majority of transcripts does not
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coincide with the Ensembl annotated mRNA TSSs (posi-
tion 0; Figure 1B; left). This reflects the limitations of broad
gene annotation databases as they are curated from a vari-
ety of biological sources that do not necessarily reflect the
individual cell-type or tissue of interest. To adapt the gen-
eral annotation for the HeLa protein-coding transcriptome,
we re-annotated the transcripts by adjusting their transcript
start and end sites to positions with the highest read cover-
age outside the annotated coding sequence (CDS) region
(Figure 1B; right). We find that the coincidence of the most
covered position with the re-annotated TSSs increased sig-
nificantly as expected (Figure 1B). To confirm our adjust-
ment, we compared the completeness of mRNAs and their
CDSs under the hypothesis that a complete CDS should
originate from a complete mRNA. The ratio of incomplete
mRNAs with complete CDS is significantly lower after our
HeLa-specific re-annotation (Figure 1C; right) compared to
the original Ensembl annotation (Figure 1C; left) highlight-
ing the importance of precise 5′ identification for accurate
transcriptome representation. An example of the effect of
re-annotation is shown in Supplementary Figure S2b. Hav-
ing the re-annotated HeLa transcriptome, we plotted the
distribution of 5′ and 3′ ends of RNA molecules without the
5′ adapter on meta-mRNA for all the libraries and found
that the percentage of RNA molecules reaching the 3′ and
5′ ends increases to ∼80% and ∼32%, respectively (Supple-
mentary Figure S2c). We used the adjusted transcript anno-
tation in all subsequent analyses.

Next, we extracted reads containing the 5′ adapter from
each 5TERA library to investigate the native 5′ ends of
RNA molecules. The vast majority of molecules with 5′
adapter (∼81%) reach the 3′ end in all libraries. As ex-
pected, we find only ∼6% of 5P molecule ends (5P-Poly(A)
library) reaching the transcript 5′ end while the remain-
der (∼94%) is distributed along the mRNA body indicating
they are mostly decay intermediates of polyadenylated mR-
NAs. Similarly, we find ∼5% of 5OH-containing molecules
(5OH-Poly(A) library) reach the transcript 5′ end. We find
that ∼29% of the 5′ ends of capped molecules per transcript
(Cap-Poly(A) library) reach the 5′ ends indicative of full-
length molecules. The remainder (∼71%), whose 5′ ends are
downstream of the TSS, are indicative of mRNA molecules
derived from alternative TSSs (51), un-annotated isoforms,
or recapped transcripts (11,12,71). In the Cap & 5P-Poly(A)
library, which identifies the 5′ ends of both capped and 5P-
containing molecules, we find that ∼37% of molecules per
transcript reach the 5′ end (Supplementary Figure S2d).
The differences in 5′ end distributions between adapted and
non-adapted molecules in Cap & 5P-Poly(A) libraries might
be partially explained by technical errors during ONT se-
quencing. To corroborate our findings, we analyzed HeLa
datasets obtained by an orthogonal approach, Cap-analysis
of gene expression (CAGE)-Seq (31). CAGE is a highly spe-
cific method for identifying capped ends of RNA molecules
(72) and widely used for TSS annotation (51,73). Appli-
cation of CAGE to nascent elongating transcripts (NET-
CAGE) has further enriched annotation and characteriza-
tion of 5′ ends of RNAs (56). We detect a similar distri-
bution of full-lengthiness with ∼36% of all CAGE signals
found in close proximity to 5′ ends of transcripts.

To investigate TERA-Seq performance in sequencing
RNA molecules of various sizes, we examined the posi-
tional distribution of 5′ ends of molecules on meta-mRNAs
grouped by the transcript length. To maintain accurate 5′
end identification, for all subsequent analyses, we use only
RNA molecules containing the 5′ adapter from each li-
brary. We find that in transcripts shorter than 1 kilobases
(kb), ∼60% of the 5′ ends of capped molecules per tran-
script reach the 5′ ends while this percentage drops to ∼30%
for transcripts longer than 1.5 kb (Cap-Poly(A) library;
Figure 1D). We detect similar distribution of the 5′ ends
of molecules from 5P & Cap-Poly(A) library (Figure 1D).
The 5′ ends of molecules with 5P (5P-Poly(A) library) and
5OH (5OH-Poly(A) library) are more evenly distributed
along the meta-mRNA for the various transcript lengths, al-
though we see a higher percentage of molecules reaching the
5′ ends in shorter 5P- bearing transcripts (Figure 1D). Col-
lectively, these findings reflect both the inherent challenges
of quantifying complex transcriptomes composed of RNAs
of varying sizes as well as the underlying biology of mRNA
production and decay. Longer genes are more likely to gen-
erate shorter capped isoforms from ATI or from recapping
of decay fragments, than shorter genes. Once initiated, de-
cay of a short transcript to completion is expected to pro-
ceed faster than that of a long transcript, resulting in fewer
lingering decay fragments.

Identification of single, capped RNA molecules using 5TERA

We then compared the 5′ ends of mRNAs from all 5TERA
libraries, to those found by CAGE-Seq (31), and by NET-
CAGE (56). We find that ∼52% and ∼61% of the 5′ ends
of molecules in Cap-Poly(A) and Cap & 5P-Poly(A) li-
braries, respectively, overlap CAGE signals (51) within a 10
nt window (Figure 2A and Supplementary Figure S3a). As
expected, we observe less overlap between CAGE signals
and 5P ends (∼35%, Supplementary Figure S3b) or 5OH
ends (∼38%, plot not shown) of molecules. Overlap of ran-
dom positions (control) within the same 10 nt window is
∼12%. Cumulative plots with an extended, 500 nt window,
are shown in Supplementary Figure S3c. A representative
example shows the cap- and 5P-containing molecules for
FTH1-201 transcript along with annotated transcript land-
marks (exon-exon boundaries, CAGE (73), NET-CAGE
(56) and APA sites (53)) both as cumulative coverage (Fig-
ure 2B) and at the level of individual molecules (Figure 2C),
enabling detailed examination of individual mRNAs. Next,
we examined the proximity of the 5′ ends of mRNAs from
all 5TERA libraries to transcriptionally active promoters
based on the latest ENCODE-annotated, Promoter-Like
Signatures (PLS) (54). As shown in Figure 2D, adapted 5′
ends from the Cap-Poly(A) and Cap & 5P-Poly(A) libraries
show a strong and tight signal just downstream of active
promoters, which is weaker in adapted 5′ ends from 5P-
Poly(A) library, and essentially absent in adapted 5′ ends
from the 5OH-poly(A) library. The 5′ ends of non-adapted
molecules in all libraries are expected to represent many
full-length molecules and consequently, show strong and
tight signal just downstream of active promoters in all li-
braries (Figure 2D).
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Identification of native 3′ ends of single RNA molecules by
direct sequencing with 3′ adapter ligation (TERA3)

Sequencing of single RNA molecules from total RNA,
without oligo-dT selection, offers distinct advantages not
afforded by the existing ONT platform. First is the sequenc-
ing of non-polyadenylated transcripts. Second is the abil-
ity to quantify polyadenylated versus non-polyadenylated
molecules for each transcript isoform, enabling compar-
isons between the presence and the length of poly(A) tail to
other transcript features at the single molecule level. This
can illuminate biological aspects of RNA processing and
decay.

We used custom antisense biotinylated DNA oligos to
subtract rRNAs and abundant small non-coding RNAs
from total RNA by streptavidin beads capture (9,43). We
retained the eluate, containing RNAs with and without
poly(A) tails, for the library preparation. As an alternative
method of rRNA depletion, we applied RNase H degrada-
tion of rRNAs, guided by tiled antisense DNA oligos, as
described in (74). However, we found that although the de-
pletion of rRNAs was nearly complete, there was a promi-
nent off-target digestion of almost all transcripts leading
to marked overrepresentation of ∼300 nt RNA fragments
in the ONT libraries (data not shown). Although such off-
target fragmentation may not be of consequence for short-
read RNA-Seq, it precludes long-read RNA sequencing.
Recently, similar off-target effects of RNase H that is detri-
mental for ribosome profiling were reported (75). Therefore,
we used our original depletion strategy based on biotiny-
lated antisense oligos (43), followed by ligation of an RNA
adapter to the 3′ ends of eluted RNA molecules (3′ adapter;
Supplementary Table S1). We used a custom DNA duplex
adapter whose top strand contains the RTA and the bottom
contains a complementary sequence to the 3′ adapter (Fig-
ure 3A and Supplementary Table S1). In total, we prepared
three TERA3 biological replicate libraries.

We find that TERA3 detects full-length as well as shorter
molecules, representing processing and decay intermediates,
as revealed by analysis on meta-mRNAs (Figure 3B), and
by visualizing individual molecules mapping to transcripts
(representative example shown in Figure 3C). We find that
the largest variation involves the 5′ end of molecules while
the 3′ end is more well-defined (Figures 3B and C), even
though TERA3 does not enrich for poly(A) tailed tran-
scripts and the input is total RNA. To confirm the efficiency
of the TERA3 protocol to correctly identify molecules with-
out a poly(A) tail, we extracted reads mapping to histone
transcripts, as they are not expected to have poly(A) tails
(76). Indeed, ∼99% of histone mapped reads did not bear
any poly(A) tail. We next examined the distribution of 3′
ends of all sequenced molecules in relationship to anno-
tated APA sites regardless of the poly(A) tail status. We
find an ∼82% overlap between 3′ ends identified by TERA3
and human APA sites (53) within a 10 nt window (Fig-
ure 3D and Supplementary Figure S4a). Overlap of ran-
dom positions (control) within the same window is ∼4%.
We find that ∼75% of molecules in the TERA3 libraries
contain a poly(A) tail; ∼4% do not contain a poly(A) tail
and represent histone mRNAs; and the remainder ∼21%
of molecules are de-adenylated protein-coding transcripts.

Of the non-histone mRNA molecules without poly(A) tail,
we find that ∼41% have 3′ ends mapped more than 10 nt
upstream from APA sites, representing mostly decay inter-
mediates. The remainder, have 3′ ends mapped within 10
nt upstream from APA sites and likely represent deadeny-
lated transcripts. Collectively, these findings indicate that at
steady state, the majority of mRNAs have intact 3′ ends.

Poly(A) tail characterization with TERA-Seq

To examine the association of poly(A) tails with mRNAs
and their decay fragments, we used Nanopolish (27) to com-
pute the poly(A) tail lengths of molecules in all libraries.
Addition of the 3′ adapter does not disrupt the ability of
Nanopolish to detect poly(A) tails (representative exam-
ple shown in Supplementary Figure S4b, and see Supple-
mentary Note). We observe a median tail length between
101 to 113 nt in 5TERA and CTRL libraries, and 72 to
96 nt in TERA3 libraries (Figure 4A and Supplementary
Figures S4c, d). These values are in broad agreement with
poly(A) tail lengths identified with short-read based meth-
ods (77) and other long-read human sequencing datasets
(23,27). The smaller median value of poly(A) length in some
of the TERA3 libraries is likely a reflection of the oligo-
dT-enrichment step, which can introduce selection bias for
molecules with longer tails (77) in 5TERA libraries (Sup-
plementary Figure S4e).

We next examined poly(A) tails of individual RNA
molecules. For each transcript, we plotted the distribution
of 5′ and 3′ ends of the corresponding molecules binned
across the transcript length (20 equal length bins), followed
by the length of their poly(A) tail (representative example is
shown in Figure 4B). Interestingly, this reveals marked vari-
ation of the poly(A) tail of single molecules in both Cap-
Poly(A) and 5P-Poly(A) libraries. Notably, poly(A) tails
from capped FTH1-201 molecules reach up to 546 nt (me-
dian 84 nt). We find no relationship between the level of
5′ end decay and the poly(A) tail length, when examin-
ing individual molecules (Figure 4C) or transcripts (Figure
4D) from the 5P-Poly(A) library. This indicates that mRNA
degradation at the single molecule level is not strictly depen-
dent upon prior deadenylation. Although we show a wide
range of poly(A) tail lengths, we note that the precision of
Nanopolish to call poly(A) tails has been tested on synthetic
tails with lengths of up to 150 nt (27,78).

True, end-to-end sequencing of single, native RNA molecules
with concurrent 5′ and 3′ adapter ligation (5TERA3)

To simultaneously identify both ends of single RNA
molecules independent of the presence of poly(A) tails, we
ligated adapters at both 5′ and 3′ ends of transcripts isolated
from total RNA after depletion of rRNAs and abundant
small non-coding RNAs (Figure 5A). We converted the 5′
cap of transcripts to a 5P, ligated the biotinylated 5′ adapter
and enriched ligated molecules on streptavidin beads, cap-
turing both capped molecules and decay or processing in-
termediates with pre-existing 5P. After washes to remove
non-ligated transcripts without the 5′ adapter, we ligated the
3′ adapter and proceeded with downstream steps for ONT
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sequencing (Figure 5A). We prepared three 5TERA3 bio-
logical replicate libraries, which were later combined into
one for subsequent analyses. The sequencing depth of the
5TERA3 libraries was heavily affected by adapters-only
reads, a byproduct of using adapters without blocked 3′ end,
which was necessary for ligating the 5′ adapter to the RNA
molecule, and the 3′ adapter to the RTA adapter.

We find that ∼60% of molecules in the 5TERA3 libraries
contain a poly(A) tail, with the median tail length of ∼84 nt
(Figure 5B). To explore the difference between transcripts
with and without poly(A) tail, we first examined the dis-
tribution of 5′ and 3′ ends of RNA molecules on meta-
mRNA plots. About 60% of molecules both with or without
poly(A) tails reach the annotated 5′ ends. Approximately
90% of molecules with poly(A) tails (Figure 5C; top) reach
the annotated 3′ end compared to only ∼30% of molecules
without poly(A) tails (Figure 5C; bottom). A representa-
tive example for the TMSB10 gene is shown in Figure 5D
and reveals the full spectrum of RNA molecules. In ad-
dition to full-length polyadenylated molecules, we detect
numerous decay intermediates where most of them retain
complete 3′ ends and have poly(A) tails of various lengths
(Figure 5D), congruent with findings from 5TERA and
TERA3. Decay intermediates with 3′ truncations lacking
poly(A) tail are also identified but they are a notable minor-
ity (arrowheads, Figure 5D). For comparison, alignment
of sequenced molecules from the CTRL-Poly(A) library,
to TMSB10-201, is shown in Supplementary Figure S5. In
contrast to TERA-Seq, Illumina RNA-Seq (79,80), is un-
able to identify the extreme ends of molecules or to unam-
biguously assign short-reads to individual RNA molecules
(Figure 5D).

Collectively, findings from all TERA-Seq libraries indi-
cate that at steady state, the majority of transcripts have
intact 3′ ends, and are composed of full-length molecules
along with numerous, often shorter, decay and processing
products. We also find that human mRNAs often decay
from their 5′ ends.

Cotranslational mRNA decay identified with TERA-Seq

By analyzing the relationship between native ends of RNA
decay intermediates identified by Akron-Seq, a technique
based on short-read sequencing (43), to the position of
translating ribosomes, identified by ribosome-protected
fragments (RPFs), we previously described ribothrypsis, a
process that degrades canonical human mRNAs as they
are being translated (9). To assess if TERA-Seq is capable
of capturing ribothrypsis signatures, we plotted the distri-
bution density of 5P ends of RNA molecules as identified
by 5TERA, upstream and downstream of 5′ ends of RPFs
from HeLa Ribo-Seq datasets (81) (Figure 6A). For direct
comparison, we performed the same analysis using 5′ ends
of polyadenylated RNAs previously identified with Akron-
Seq (9). We detect clear 3 nt periodicity (Figure 6B), which
we verify on the frequency domain with discrete Fourier
transformation (Figure 6C), indicating that TERA-Seq, like
Akron-Seq, identifies the cotranslational generation of 5′
ends of mRNA fragments. Likewise, the shape of the plots
is very similar, with an increase in density starting at po-
sition 0 and decrease towards the end of the RPF at posi-
tion ∼26, one of the characteristics of ribothrypsis (Figure

6B) (9). We also find significant overlap between the 5P ends
of mRNA fragments identified by TERA-Seq and Akron-
Seq (Figure 6D). Finally, just as we observed with Akron-
Seq (9), we find that the regions around 5′ ends of mR-
NAs identified from adapted molecules in the 5P-Poly(A)
library, are conserved in vertebrates (Figure 6E). Notably,
the conservation is higher for reads with 5′ adapter com-
pared to reads without (Figure 6E), further supporting that
adapter ligation enables accurate identification of native 5′
ends of RNAs. Together, these findings indicate that TERA-
Seq can also be employed to study mRNA translation and
decay

Altogether, we generated 12 TERA-Seq libraries and one
conventional ONT library (CTRL-Poly(A)) of HeLa tran-
scriptome and sequenced ∼24 million direct RNA reads
(Supplementary Table S2). To generate each 5TERA li-
brary, poly(A) RNA isolated from ∼75 �g of total RNA
was used. To generate each TERA3 and 5TERA3 libraries,
∼100 and ∼130 �g of total RNA was used respectively and
rRNAs and abundant small, non-coding RNAs were sub-
tracted. Each TERA-Seq library was run in one R9.4 flow
cell on a MinION device. Time considerations and resource
requirements for all TERA-Seq protocol variants are shown
in Table 1. We find high correlation of transcript expression
across all libraries (Supplementary Figure S6). On average,
∼85% of all raw reads from 5TERA, 76% from TERA3
and 39% from 5TERA3 libraries used for the main analyses
map to the human genome. From those, ∼84%, 11% and
10% mapped to the protein-coding transcriptome respec-
tively (Supplementary Table S2). The reads not mapping to
the genome in the 5TERA3 libraries are almost exclusively
shorter than 200 nt and primarily represent adapter-dimers
ligated to the custom RTA. If we remove these short reads,
the genome mapping rate increases to ∼86%.

The longest alignment was 11 092 nt to the reference
genome, and 8 194 nt to the reference transcriptome. The
average median mapped read length was ∼549 nt to the
genome and ∼515 nt to the transcriptome.

DISCUSSION

Advantages of TERA-Seq

By identifying endogenous RNA ends, TERA-Seq can har-
ness the full potential of ONT to sequence native, single
RNA molecules directly. Existing direct RNA sequencing
methods can only identify the 5′ ends of capped, polyadeny-
lated RNAs (24,26), In addition to capped ends, TERA-Seq
can identify monophosphorylated and hydroxylated 5′ ends
of RNAs, allowing studies of full-length, processing and de-
cay intermediates at the single molecule level. Furthermore,
TERA-Seq can identify native 3′ ends of all RNAs by cap-
turing both molecules with and without poly(A), and pre-
serve the original poly(A) tail length. Additional benefits of
direct sequencing of RNA molecules are identification of
base modifications, and the avoidance of biases associated
with reverse transcription and amplification, steps that are
required for other commonly used cDNA-based, RNA-Seq
platforms, such as Illumina and PacBio. TERA-Seq uses
common molecular biological methods and reagents, and
is simple to use, generating sequencing results with a short
turnaround time (Table 1).
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Figure 6. Cotranslational mRNA decay identified with TERA-Seq. (A) Schematic of elongating ribosome with ribosome-protected fragment (RPF) and
relative position analyses of 5′ ends from TERA-Seq (5P–Poly(A); ONT) and Akron-Seq (Akron5; Illumina) to the 5′ ends of RPFs. E, tRNA-exit site; P,
peptidyl-tRNA site; A, aminoacyl-tRNA-binding site; yellow, 40S subunit with mRNA channel; grey, 60S subunit with polypeptide channel; red, peptidyl-
tRNA attached to nascent protein; Gppp, 5′ cap; A(n), poly(A) tail; 5P, 5′ monophosphate. (B) Density plots of 5′ ends distances from indicated libraries
relative to RPF 5′ ends (centered at position 0) in coding regions. RPF, ribosome-protected fragment. nt, nucleotide. (C) Discrete Fourier transformation
of read density around RPFs for indicated libraries. (D) Density plot of 5′ ends distances from TERA-Seq (5P–Poly(A)) relative to Akron-Seq (Akron5).
(E) Evolutionary conservation for 100 vertebrates (PhastCons) upstream and downstream of 5′ ends of mRNAs identified from the 5P-Poly(A) TERA-Seq
library; adapted (green) and non-adapted (purple) reads and reads from Akron5 Illumina library (black) are shown. A random control maintaining the
nucleotide and open reading frame (ORF) context of 5P-Poly(A) 5′ ends (dashed orange) and a completely random control (dashed blue) are shown.

Although Illumina short-read sequencing-based studies
of RNA ends have led to many important discoveries, they
are inherently limited as the sequenced fragments cannot
be precisely assigned to individual molecules (7,9,31,33–
35,77,81,82). To address this impediment, analyses involv-
ing short reads are often aggregated to the gene level, miss-
ing molecular events that take place at the level of indi-

vidual RNA molecules. For example, metabolic labeling
combined with Illumina-based sequencing of RNA 3′ ends
found that shortening of the poly(A) tail is the initiating
step in canonical mRNA decay in mouse 3T3 cells, and that
most mRNA molecules degrade only after their tail lengths
shorten below 25 nt (83). Yet, TERA-Seq reveals that many
decay fragments have poly(A) tails as long as their parental,
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Table 1. TERA-Seq: reagents, major steps and time considerations

Reagents (company, catalogue number) 5TERA TERA3 5TERA3

Trizol (Thermo Fisher, 15596026) Y Y Y
Acid Phenol/Chloroform, pH 4.5 (Ambion, AM9722) Y Y Y
Chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich, C2432) Y Y Y
RQ1 nuclease-free DNase enzyme (Promega, M6101) Y Y Y
RNasin Ribonuclease Inhibitor (Promega, N2515) Y Y Y
10 mM dNTP solution (NEB, N0447) Y Y Y
T4 RNA Ligase I (NEB, M0204S) Y Y Y
RtcB (NEB, M0458S) Y
Quick CIP (NEB, M0525S) Y
RppH (NEB, M0356S) Y Y
10x Thermopol buffer (NEB, B9004S) Y Y
Quick Ligation Reaction Buffer (NEB, B6058) Y Y Y
T4 DNA Ligase 2M (NEB, M0202) Y Y Y
SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher, 18080044) Y Y Y
Dynabeads Oligo(dT)25 (Thermo Fisher, 61002) Y
Dynabeads MyOne streptavidin C1 (Thermo Fisher, 65001) Y
RNAClean XP (Beckman Coulter, A63987) Y Y Y
Qubit dsDNA HS assay kit (Thermo Fisher, Q32851) Y Y Y
Total amount of input RNA (�g) 75 100 130
Buffers 5TERA TERA3 5TERA3
Washing buffer B (10 mM Tris–Cl pH 7.5, 150 mM LiCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0) Y
1× Annealing Buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 25 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA) Y Y
1× BW Buffer (5 mM Tris–Cl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 1 M NaCl) Y
Formamide Elution Buffer (95% formamide, 5 mM EDTA pH 8.0) Y
Major Steps 5TERA TERA3 5TERA3
Total RNA isolation, DNase treatment, Agilent/agarose assessment 1 1 1
Poly(A) mRNA enrichment, enzymatic treatment, and library generation 1
Depletion #, enzymatic treatment, and library generation 2 3
MinION sequencing run 2 2 2
Total numbers of days 4 5 6

Y, yes; empty cells, not applicable; #, after depletion of ribosomal RNAs and snRNAs in TERA3 and 5TERA3, RNA can be stored at –80◦C or processed
immediately for library generation.

full-length molecules, indicating that in human HeLa cells,
decay can initiate from the 5′ end or from within the mRNA
body and is not strictly dependent on prior deadenylation.
Very recently, a study of mRNA dynamics with nano-ID,
an ONT-based method, revealed a large variation between
the stability of individual RNA isoforms in human K562
cells, which cannot be identified by aggregating analysis to
the gene level (84).

We envision that combining TERA-Seq with metabolic
labeling, such as nano-ID, may constitute a powerful plat-
form to investigate RNA synthesis and turnover at the
single-molecule and single-isoform level in future stud-
ies. Because TERA-Seq captures the precise 5′ ends of
capped and decay intermediates, coupling TERA-Seq with
metabolic labeling and gene knockouts of relevant path-
ways, may identify the temporal sequence of events, such
as decapping, deadenylation, exo- and endonucleolysis, and
the contribution of these processes to the decay of each tran-
script.

Illumina-based CAGE-Seq, identified numerous cap sig-
nals downstream of canonical TSSs (51,73). Without
knowledge of the downstream sequence, it is difficult to in-
fer how these capped ends arise. TERA-Seq supports re-
capping origin for many of these molecules, consistent with
previously described cytoplasmic recapping of decay frag-
ments (11,12). It also shows that some of the internally
capped molecules might have originated from alternative
TSSs. The biological significance of recapping is largely

unknown (12). We speculate that cytoplasmic recapping
may facilitate translation-dependent decay of mRNA frag-
ments that escaped 5′-to-3′ exonucleolysis and we expect
that TERA-Seq will facilitate future studies to address the
biology of recapping (12).

Studies often discard shorter and incomplete molecules
as potential RNA degradation products created during
library preparation. TERA-Seq shows that many such
molecules are biologically relevant and should be consid-
ered during downstream analyses. It is also important to
note that studies focusing on novel isoform identification
have to be carefully interpreted. For example, novel shorter
RNA isoforms that share the exon structure with the par-
ent transcript may, in many cases, represent biologically de-
graded and re-capped molecules, or artificial products cre-
ated by ONT sequencing errors. TERA-Seq is able to dis-
tinguish the latter technical errors from the actual novel bi-
ological isoforms, paving the way for true isoform detection
and discovery.

TERA-Seq may also prove useful for the study of RNA
modifications and their functions in splicing and mRNA
turnover. For example, by manipulating the levels of RNA
modification enzymes, readers and erasers, and by employ-
ing TERA-Seq, changes in capped, processed or decay
mRNA intermediates can be assessed at the single-molecule
level. More generally, TERA-Seq can identify changes in
capped, processed or decay intermediates at the single RNA
molecule level under any experimental manipulation.
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Limitations of TERA-Seq

While TERA-Seq resolves many of the ONT direct RNA
sequencing limitations, several challenges still remain. A
relatively large amount of sample RNA is required. Such
amount is easily obtained from cultured cells, or from ani-
mal or human tissues but may be a limiting factor for clini-
cal samples. TERA-Seq cannot be used for single-cell RNA-
Seq. The basecalling accuracy of ONT overall is lower than
Illumina or PacBio. PacBio has superior accuracy for ho-
mopolymers and the PacBio-based FLAM-Seq can iden-
tify non-A nucleotides within poly(A) tails (23), which is not
currently possible with ONT. TERA-Seq and ONT in gen-
eral, has lower throughput than Illumina. Moreover, elec-
tronic signal noise from nanopores often results in incom-
plete sequencing (27), reducing the final number of usable
fully sequenced reads. The latter is, at least in part, ad-
dressed by TERA-Seq since endogenous ends are marked
by adapter ligation. We anticipate that improvements of
ONT flow cells and software may address such limitations.

In summary, we regard that TERA-Seq is a robust
method for accurate and improved transcriptome charac-
terization, eminently suitable for applications where end-to-
end sequencing of single, native RNA molecules and their
modifications is desirable.
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